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Background: Transcranial electrical stimulation (TES) efficiency is related to the electric field (EF)
magnitude delivered on the target. Very few studies (n ¼ 4) have estimated the in-vivo intracerebral
electric fields in humans. They have relied mainly on electrocorticographic recordings, which require a
craniotomy impacting EF distribution, and did not investigate deep brain structures.
Objective: To measure the electric field in deep brain structures during TES in humans in-vivo. Addi-
tionally, to investigate the effects of TES frequencies, intensities, and montages on the intracerebral EF.
Methods: Simultaneous bipolar transcranial alternating current stimulation and intracerebral recordings
(SEEG) were performed in 8 drug-resistant epileptic patients. TES was applied using small high-
definition (HD) electrodes. Seven frequencies, two intensities and 15 montages were applied on one,
six and one patients, respectively.
Results: At 1 mA intensity, we found mean EF magnitudes of 0.21, 0.17 and 0.07 V$m�1 in the amygdala,
hippocampus, and cingulate gyrus, respectively. An average of 0.14 ± 0.07 V$m�1 was measured in these
deep brain structures. Mean EF magnitudes in these structures at 1Hz were 11% higher than at 300Hz
(þ0.03 V$m�1). The EF was correlated with the TES intensities. The TES montages that yielded the
maximum EF in the amygdalae were T7-T8 and in the cingulate gyri were C3-FT10 and T7-C4.
Conclusion: TES at low intensities and with small HD electrodes can generate an EF in deep brain
structures, irrespective of stimulation frequency. EF magnitude is correlated to the stimulation intensity
and depends upon the stimulation montage.
© 2021 Published by Elsevier Inc. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://

creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
1. Introduction

Transcranial Electrical Stimulation (TES) is one of the most
developed non-invasive brain stimulation technique. Both trans-
cranial direct current stimulation (tDCS) [1] and transcranial
alternating current stimulation (tACS) [2] have shown promise to
understand brain function [3] and as an investigational treatment
for neurological [4,5] and psychiatric [6,7] disorders. At the
neuronal scale (in-vitro experiments), the mechanism underlying
the beneficial effects of TES relates to the modulation of the
neuronal membrane potential by the electric field (EF) applied, and
L. Koessler).

n open access article under the C
potentially the plastic changes that may ensue [2,8e16]. Under the
ideal conditions of in-vitro experiments, an EF as low as
0.2e0.5 V$m�1 can shift spike timing [11,14,17e19]. Our under-
standing of the EF generated in the brain when delivering low-
frequency electric currents with scalp electrodes has been
derived from computational models of the current flow [20e22].
The type of electrodes, their montages and the current intensities
applied, which are crucial to generate a sufficient EF to modulate
the neuronal population, are still a matter of debate [23e26]. One of
the biggest challenges in TES is generating an EF in deep brain
structures such as the limbic system [27,28] that would have a truly
significant impact at the clinical level (e.g., improvement of Epi-
lepsy or Alzheimer's diseases conditions) and at the fundamental
level (e.g., understanding of memory processes, including learning).
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TES effects in deep brain structures have generated two major
issues in the scientific community.

The first issue concerns the mechanisms underlying the bene-
ficial effects of TES in deep brain structures. In-vivo non-human
primate studies have found spike timing changes induced by tACS
in the hippocampus and basal ganglia and measured EF (peak field
strengths of 0.3 V$m�1) in these structures [29,30]. Clinical studies
have also shown [31e33] encouraging results in mesial temporal
lobe epilepsy (i.e., decrease of seizure and interictal discharge fre-
quencies). However, currently, the ability to directly neuro-
modulate (i.e., without other indirect activations) deep brain
structures is under considerable debate, especially since several
studies in humans and non-human animal models suggest alter-
native peripheral mechanisms [34e37].

The second issue concerns the ability of electric currents to
penetrate tissues to reach deep brain regions at low TES in-
tensities (safety issue). Several TES studies did not induce volume
conduction and little to no EF magnitudes within the brain volume
[38e40]. The most frequent reasons advanced for this lack of
findings are the decrease of the EF due to the depth between the
stimulation electrodes and the anatomical target [41], and the
head tissue resistivities-especially the skull's high resistivity [42].
Yet, computational studies have found deep brain EF hotspots
with realistic MRI-based modelling [27,43e45]. Moreover, other
recent studies reported an electric field induced by TES using in-
vivo human investigations [41,46e48]. Opitz et al. reported EF
magnitudes up to 0.5 V m�1 in the superficial cortex for a 1 mA
tACS using saline soaked sponge electrodes (25 cm2) and Huang
et al. presented an EF of 0.4 V$m�1 in cortical structures for a 2 mA
tACS using rubber electrodes (4 cm2). These results can be biased
because they relied on combined stereoelectroencephalographic
(SEEG) and electrocorticographic (ECoG) investigation in which
large skull defects were performed that can affect these intrace-
rebral EF magnitudes [49]. In a computational study, it was
demonstrated that conductivity of large skull defects increased
and current were concentrated in cortex underlying the defect
area (Datta et al., 2010).

Using deep brain stimulation electrodes, two studies estimated
the global electric fields achieved in subthalamic nuclei and inter-
nal globus pallidus using two distant electrodes (2 cme4 cm) and a
DC experiment (n ¼ 2 patients; EF ranged from 0.19 to 0.26 V$m�1

at 4 mA intensity) [47] or an AC experiment [48] (n ¼ 1 patient;
EFmax: 0.08 V$m�1 for an intensity of 1 mA).

Considering these limited and variable observations, which
leave the two issues mentioned above wide open, the main
objective of the present study was to measure the intracerebral EF
during TES with an emphasis on deep brain structures. To do so, we
leveraged the unique ability to record the EF in-vivo in humans
using depth electrodes implanted in drug-resistant epileptic pa-
tients (SEEG) by applying TES using small high-definition (HD)
electrodes and low intensity (�1 mA). Our secondary objectives
were, first, to investigate the influence of TES frequency, intensity,
and montages on EF magnitudes and second, to investigate the
influence of the depth (i.e., the distance between the depth elec-
trodes and the TES electrodes) on EF magnitudes.

2. Materials & methods

2.1. Patients

Eight patients (4 females and 4 males; age: 30 ± 11 years old)
with focal drug-resistant epilepsy were prospectively included in
this study. Patients were informed early and gave their consent
prior to participation (NCT03644732). Patients were instructed to
report any discomfort during TES and were told that the
2

stimulation could be stopped if they felt pain at any time. They
were all candidates for presurgical evaluation. Their standard pre-
surgical evaluation included: neuropsychological tests and long-
term (5-day period) high-resolution electroencephalographic
(EEG) video recordings combined with electrical source imaging
analysis, positron emission tomography (PET) and high-resolution
magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). SEEG was performed in these
patients to complete the presurgical evaluation to better define the
epileptogenic zone and the surrounding functional area [50]. In all
included patients, SEEG allowed delineating a single and spatially
limited epileptogenic zone.

2.2. Stereoelectroencephalography

For each patient, an individual SEEG implantation scheme was
defined according to the presurgical evaluation and epileptogenic
zone hypotheses.

Under general anesthesia, the intracerebral multi-contact
electrodes (0.8 mm-diameter, from 5 to 18 Platinum/Iridium
contacts with 2 mm length separated by 1.5 mm insulator; Dixi
Medical®, Besançon, France) were implanted according to a
standard stereotactic procedure [51]. The SEEG electrodes were
inserted into a screw (2.45mm-diameter) and securedwith a tight
seal to prevent cerebrospinal fluid leak. Immediately after the
implantation, patients underwent a postoperative CT-scan. Using
a co-registration of the CT-scan with the preoperative high-
resolution MRI (voxel-based registration; SPM 8 toolbox for
Matlab; MathWorks, Natick, Massachusetts), the anatomical po-
sitions of each electrode contact were determined, and potential
surgical complications were inspected. Due to the minimally
invasive procedure used for SEEG investigation, anatomical
structures did not move in the intracranial volume (no CSF leakage
and no brain swelling) and MR-CT co-registration can be assumed
as very precise (<1 mm [52]).

In addition to the intracerebral multi-contact electrodes, 27
scalp electrodes were placed according to an adapted 10/20 sys-
tem [53]. Visual review of the simultaneous EEG-SEEG recordings
was done prior to the tACS experiments. Moreover, the visual
review checked for unusual electrophysiological activity such as
breach rhythm which is defined as a focal increase in the ampli-
tude activity of alpha, beta and mu rhythms which tends to
develop over or near the area of a bony skull defect, such as after
craniotomy or cranial surgery [54]. In our study, no breach rhythm
was observed.

During tACS experiments, SEEG signals were recorded with a
256-channel (2 � 128 channels) amplifier with a 10 kHz sampling
rate, 16 bits resolution at 0.25 mV/bit, a high-pass filter 1st order at
0.3 Hz, an input impedance superior to 10 GU and an input signal
range ± 8.191 mV (NeuroPort™ System by Blackrock® Micro-
systems, Salt Lake City, UT, USA). The recording device's ground
was set on the right foot, away from the TES electrodes and the
recording reference, which was set on a deep SEEG contact.

2.3. Transcranial electrical stimulation

Before the intracerebral electrode withdrawal, tACS were per-
formed using two HD electrodes (12mm external diameter; Soterix
Medical®, New York, NY, USA). Both were inserted in an electrode-
holder (24 mm diameter) filled with a conductive gel, creating a
4.52 cm2 stimulation area on the scalp for each electrode. The
impedances were checked before, during, and after each stimula-
tion and were always inferior or equal to 5kU. According to the HD
electrodes’ geometry, current densities generated on site were
0.11 mA$cm�2 and 0.22 mA$cm�2 for 0.5 mA and 1 mA intensities,
respectively. The stimulation was delivered through these
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electrodes using a multichannel TES stimulator MxN-9 (Soterix
Medical®, New York, NY, USA). TACS was a bipolar sinusoidal
waveform which can be expressed by:

sðtÞ¼ I:sinð2pftÞ

where I is the stimulation intensity in milli-Ampere (mA) (i.e., the
peak to baseline value of the intensity) and f the stimulation fre-
quency in Hertz (Hz).

A stimulation design (Fig. 1) was defined by its frequency, in-
tensity, and montage. A typical session had a 2-min duration (30-s
ramp up, 1-min full intensity, 30-s ramp down) at a given intensity
and frequency. Each sessionwas separated by a 1-min resting state,
tACS off. During all sessions, patients were in a resting state with
eyes open. For data analysis, the most superficial SEEG contacts
(outside of the brain) were discarded to avoid aberrant values.

For one patient (Patient #0), tACS experiment was done using
seven different frequencies (1 Hz; 3 Hz; 7 Hz; 35 Hz; 71 Hz; 140 Hz
and 300 Hz). For the other patients (Patient #1e7), tACS was
applied at 300 Hz only. This frequency of interest was between the
large-amplitude LFP oscillations and the spiking activity i.e., in a
frequency band with low neuro-electrophysiological activity. For a
detailed analysis regarding the reliability of our stimulation and
acquisition systems at the frequency used, see Supplementary
Material (Supplementary data 1, Figs. 1e2). Finally, the TES elec-
trode coordinates were numerically collected by fitting in Brain-
storm [55] a Colin27 generic 10-10 EEG cap on the individual
patient's head model.
Fig. 1. Title: Simultaneous combination of transcranial alternative current stimulations (tA
Caption: Bipolar sinusoidal signals at 300 Hz (part A) were delivered using a Soterix MxN st
electrode in blue) (Part C). A 256-channel amplifier (NeuroPort™ System by Blackrock® Mic
all intracerebral multi-contact electrodes (superimposed SEEG signals are represented in
intracerebral contacts (n ¼ 140; colored dots) using a realistic head model (patient 7) with a C
color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)
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2.4. Intracerebral electric field

This study included all eight patients. They had an average of 14
(±3) SEEG electrodes and 170 (±35) intracerebral contacts. TACS
montages were defined using the MRI-CT co-registrations which
showed the positions and trajectories of each intracerebral multi-
contact electrode [51] and thus allowed cranio-anatomical corre-
lations [56]. To guarantee asepsis conditions, a minimum distance
of at least 5 cm was maintained between the closest implanted
SEEG electrodes and the TES electrodes. To target both the hippo-
campus/amygdala complex and the cingulate gyri, an FT9-FT10 or
T7-C4 or C3-FT10 montage was chosen. These montages were
chosen to (1) get the EF's largest component along the SEEG elec-
trodes' direction, (2) reach the deep targeted structures and (3)
place as far as possible the two stimulation electrodes to maximize
the current flowing inside the brain (minimizing the scalp shunt)
[57,58].

Bipolar alternative current stimulations were done at two
different intensities: 0.5 mA and 1 mA. The first objective was to
investigate the intracerebral electric field specifically in deep brain
structures such as the hippocampus, amygdala, and cingulate
gyrus.

In theory, the EF is the electric potential gradient in the three
directions of space (x,y,z):

E
!¼ � grad

��!
V
!¼ �

�
vV
vx

ux
�!þ vV

vy
uy
�!þ vV

vz
uz
�!�

1

CS) and SEEG recordings.
imulator (part B), and two HD ring electrodes (4.5 cm2, active electrode in red, neutral
rosystems, Salt Lake City, UT, USA) (part D) was used to record the sinusoidal signals in
colored lines) (part E). In part C, colors represent the in-vivo measured voltage in all
3eC4 stimulation at 300 Hz and 1 mA intensity. (For interpretation of the references to



Fig. 2. Title: Electric field magnitude distribution in the cohort according to different tACS frequencies, montages, and the distance from the nearest TES electrode.
For all figures, the EF magnitudes in deep cortical structures are displayed with symbols (hippocampus: red squares, amygdala: green diamonds, cingulate gyrus: blue crosses).
A: Electric field magnitude in the entire brain for all patients for a tACS at 300Hz and 1 mA. B: Electric field magnitude in the entire brain for every frequency tested in Pat 0 at 1 mA.
C: Electric field magnitude in the entire brain for all montages tested in Pat 7 at 300Hz and 1 mA. For A, B and C: whiskers, considered as minimum and maximum values, represent
2.5 the standard-deviation of every EF magnitude distribution and boxes represent the 25th and 75th percentiles values of EF magnitudes. Black lines inside the box are the median
values of the EF magnitude distribution and red lines indicate the means. D: Density of the EF magnitude distribution against the distance from the nearest TES electrode. Dashed
lines represent the fitted power-curves from a non-linear regression on means values (in red; R2 ¼ 0.99) and median values (in black; R2 ¼ 0.99). E: Scattered representation of EF
magnitudes against the distance from the nearest TES electrode. Gray and white dots are EF in the gray and white matter, respectively. (For interpretation of the references to color
in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)
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The EF along the direction x is expressed:

E
!ðxÞ¼ � dV

dx
ux
�! 2

with ux
�! the unit vector along the direction x and the EF

magnitude:

��� E!x

���¼ � dV
dx

3

Also, using up
�! the unit vector, which has its module and its

directionality given by 2 contiguous SEEG contacts on the same
electrode, we can express the electric field along that SEEG elec-
trode by

E
!ðpÞ¼ � dV

dp
up
�! 4

With dp the distance between the 2 contiguous contacts.
Thus, the EF was obtained by calculating the gradient of the

voltage measured on each contact of a same SEEG electrode.
First, a baseline correction was performed. It was executed by

performing a manual selection of the analysis window of the SEEG
signal under stimulation, while avoiding potential DC offset and
artifacts (see supplementary data 1, Fig. 3A). To do so, the raw SEEG
signal was subtracted by the mean of the signal calculated in a 2-s
window right before the stimulation, when patients were in a
resting state (see supplementary data 1, Figs. 3 and 4).

Every baseline correction window of raw SEEG signals was
visually checked, and no artifact observed.

Second, all SEEG signals were superimposed upon each other to
facilitate the selection of the time window analysis (after the ramp
up and before the ramp down of the tACS).
Fig. 3. Title: Empirical electric fields (EF) in the hippocampi.
Caption: Empirical electric fields (EF) in the hippocampi for a 1 mA tACS using FT9-FT10 mo
values of SEEG contacts within the deep structures was indicated. (L: left, R: right, H: Hippoc
referred to the Web version of this article.)
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Third, a Fast Fourier Transform was computed on the SEEG
signal in each contact using Matlab fft() function [59]. The two-
sided power spectrum of the FFT was converted to a single-sided
power spectrum. Then, the amplitude spectrum was obtained by
calculating the square root of this single-sided power spectrum's
absolute value (Bessel-Parseval theorem). Finally, to obtain our
voltage values (V), the maximum value (peak) was searched in the
amplitude spectrum between 297 Hz and 303 Hz with a frequency
resolution of 0.016 Hz. The baseline correction (0 Hz) did not in-
fluence the voltage amplitude V at these high frequencies.

The Matlab (The MathWorks®) gradient function was used for
calculating the gradient of V along a multi-contact SEEG electrode
to get the EF module. This calculation was repeated for all SEEG
electrodes.

For each patient and all SEEG electrodes, the mean electric field
and its standard deviation were calculated (Table 1). The mean EF
values for the entire brain were calculated by:

jEj ¼ 1
n

Xn
j¼1

jEjj 5

where n is the number of SEEG contacts and jEjjthe EF magnitude
calculated on a contact j.

EF distributions according to all patients, the TES frequencies
and montages were displayed using boxplots with boxes repre-
sented the 25th and the 75th percentiles and whiskers showed the
EF magnitude values spread with a coverage of 2.5 the standard
deviation.

The position of each intracerebral contact was automatically
detected in the individual CT-scan [60] and visually defined using
patients’ MRI-CT co-registration. Automatic segmentation method
(CAT12, SPM12 toolbox; [61]) allowed to identify gray and white
matters.
ntage. Below each individual MRI with the reconstructed SEEG electrodes, the mean EF
ampus). (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is



Fig. 4. Title: Spatial distribution of the electric field magnitudes in hippocampi using the full tensor calculation.
Caption: Coronal view of spatial distribution of the electric field magnitudes in hippocampi after calculating the full electric field (EF) tensor overlayed on individual patients' MRI.
EF tensors were computed from the empirical values measured in SEEG contacts within the hippocampus. For each patient, three slices of interest are displayed (From left to right:
anterior to posterior). (L: left, R: right, H: Hippocampus). (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)

Table 1
Title : Means and standard deviations of the electric field magnitudes at 0.5 and 1 mA intensities in our cohort (EF: Electric field ; SEEG : stereoelectroencephalographic).

Patient Nb of SEEG contacts Mean EF at 0.5 mA (V$ m¡1) Mean EF at 1 mA (V$ m¡1)

0 172 NA 0.16 (±0.19)
1 162 0.18 (±0.29) 0.36 (±0.58)
2 101 0.13 (±0.11) 0.24 (±0.22)
3 151 0.09 (±0.1) 0.17 (±0.20)
4 89 0.14 (±0.29) 0.26 (±0.58)
5 155 0.08 (±0.14) 0.16 (±0.29)
6 149 0.04 (±0.02) 0.08 (±0.04)
7 166 NA 0.13 (±0.27)
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2.4.1. Deep brain structures investigation
We visually selected, thanks to the CT-MR co-registrations, SEEG

contacts within the deep brain structures to study the EF in these
regions. Electrophysiological data were checked by neurologists to
confirm the previous selection and to determine boundaries be-
tween gray and white matter. Intracerebral SEEG contacts which
recorded physiological brain activity were considered within the
gray matter, and those which did not, were considered within the
white matter [62]. Then, we calculated the mean and the standard
deviation of the EF magnitudes in the deep brain structures (both
right and left): amygdala, hippocampus, and cingulate gyrus. The
meanwas obtained by doing the same equation as (Eq. (5)) where n
is the number of SEEG contacts within the deep structures and Ej
the EF in the SEEG contact j (in the structures).

To estimate the EF in the entire volume of the deep brain
structures, we calculated the EF tensors using the five following
steps:

1. On the individual patient's MRI, anatomy was automatically
labelled with CAT12 (a SPM12 toolbox) [63]. Thanks to this
segmentation and labelling, different masks were generated:
amygdala mask, hippocampus mask, cingulum mask (depend-
ing on the patient).

2. An interpolant F was calculated with the Matlab® function
F¼scatteredInterpolant(x,y,z,v) using all SEEG con-
tacts (where x,y,z are the SEEG contact coordinates and v the
measured voltage amplitudes) using a natural neighbor method
[64].

3. The interpolated amplitudes were evaluated at the query points
for each anatomical mask by calling F (qx,qy,qz) (where qx, qy
and qz are the mask's voxel coordinates).

4. Then, the full gradient was calculated using the Matlab® func-
tion gradient()) on the evaluated interpolated amplitudes
within each mask, which gave the electric field in the 3D space
Ex, Ey, Ez.

5. The electric field magnitude was calculated in each voxel of the

mask using |E| ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Ex2 þ Ey2 þ Ez2

p
. The mean and maximum

interpolated EF were measured in each anatomical mask (hip-
pocampus, amygdala, and in the cingulate gyrus).

Finally, a paired student's test was performed to compare the
mean EF magnitudes and the mean tensor-based EF magnitudes in
our population with the hypothesis H0: the mean difference of
mean EF magnitudes andmean tensor-based EF magnitudes is null.
2.5. Influence of tACS parameters

2.5.1. Influence of tACS frequency
To investigate the frequency dependence of the EF, we calcu-

lated the percentages of variation between the EF magnitudes ob-
tained at different TES frequencies (1 Hz; 3 Hz; 7 Hz; 35 Hz; 71 Hz;
140 Hz) with the magnitudes obtained at the TES frequency of in-
terest used in this study (i.e., 300 Hz). We calculated these varia-
tions as follows:

%Variationðf Þ¼ 1
n

Xn
i¼1

�
EFiðf Þ � EFiðf ¼ 300Þ

EFiðf ¼ 300Þ ,100
�

With f the frequency tested, n the total number of intracerebral
contacts.

This variation was calculated on all intracerebral contacts. Then,
we calculated the difference (in V$m�1 and in percentage) of the
mean EF magnitudes in the entire brain and the deep structures
between the lowest (1 Hz) and the highest (300 Hz) frequencies.
7

2.5.2. Influence of tACS intensity
To investigate the impact of the tACS intensity, we calculated the

EF values obtained at 0.5 mA and those obtained at 1 mA in all SEEG
contacts. In order to discard SEEG contacts that could be saturated
(especially at 1 mA), we used the isoutlier()Matlab function to
remove the outliers which were over three standard deviations
away from the mean of the error (i.e., the difference between
measured and expected EF values).

A 1st degree polynomial linear regression was executed on the
data (E1 ¼ f (E0.5) with E0.5 and E1 the electric field distribution at
0.5 mA and at 1 mA, respectively) to estimate the coefficient of the
given function. The fitted 1st degree polynomial curve can be
expressed by:

E1 ¼ f ðE0:5Þ ¼ p1,E0:5 þ p2

where p1 (the slope) and p2 are the coefficients obtained from the
model.

Then, we compared the empirical values E1 with the predicted
values E1th (with a slope at exactly 2.00) by calculating the mean of
the absolute difference (error) between E1 and E1th which can be
considered as the Mean Absolute Error (MAE).
2.5.3. Influence of tACS montages
To investigate the impact of the tACS montage, a study was

conducted with patient #7 (male 27 years old). Eighteen SEEG
electrodes were implanted symmetrically in the same brain
structures in both hemispheres (9 electrodes in each hemisphere)
for a total of 203 intracerebral contacts (Fig. 1). SEEG electrodes
sampled mainly the frontal lobe structures (cingulate gyri, sup-
plementary motor areas, superior, middle, and inferior frontal gyri
etc.) and also both amygdalae. The principal objective was to
investigate the impact of different tACS montages on the intrace-
rebral EF values in deep brain structures.

Fifteen different montages based on the 10-10 system were
used: C3-FT10; C3-T8; C3eC4; Cz-FT10; Cz-T8; Cz-C4; Fz-FT10; Fz-
T8; Fz-C4; Fz-Cz; Fz-C3; Fz-T7, T7-FT10; T7-T8; T7-C4. Among these
TES montages, we searched for those which gave the maximum
mean EF value in the deep brain structures using empirical and
tensor-based investigations (SEEG contacts in both hemispheres for
amygdalae, anterior cingulate gyri, and middle cingulate gyri).
2.6. Influence of the depth

For every patient, the Euclidean distances between each intra-
cerebral contact and the nearest TES electrode were measured. To
study the influence of distance on EF magnitudes, we segmented
the total distance in similarly sized segments and grouped EF
magnitudes according to these segments. Then, we calculated the
mean and median of the EF in each distance group. Next, assuming
that the mean and median values would decrease as a function of
the distance according to the inverse-square law, we performed a
non-linear regression on those values by fitting a power curve
expressed by:

f ðdÞ¼ a,
1
db

þ c

where a, b and c are the non-linear regression coefficients and d the
distance from the nearest TES electrode. Groups of EF magnitudes
were displayed in violin plots by computing the density of the data
distribution as a function of the depth.
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3. Results

As expected, during TES, patients reported mild skin sensations
(tickling) at both 0.5 mA and 1 mA intensities. No other side effects
were noticed. No epileptic seizure was induced by the tACS
experiments.

Altogether, patients had 1360 intracerebral SEEG contacts. The
most superficial SEEG contacts, in addition to 21 SEEG contacts
(which were detected as outliers) were discarded (n ¼ 215).
Therefore, this intracerebral EF study relied on 1145 SEEG contacts
(average: 143 contacts/patient).
3.1. Intracerebral electric fields

Original data of this study, including individual anonymized
MRI, SEEG electrode coordinates and EFmagnitudes are available at
Mendeley Data at: https://data.mendeley.com/datasets/
sk279ktjv3/3.

Fig. 2A displays global EF distributions in our cohort (Patient
#0e7).
Table 2
Title : Electric field magnitudes in the deep brain structures.

Patient Deep brain
structures

Nb of SEEG
contacts

Mean EF at 1 mA
(V$m�1)

Mean tensor-based
EF (V$m�1)

Max E
(V$m

0 R Hippocampus 4 0.16 0.09 0.26
L Hippocampus 4 0.16 0.06 0.18
L Amygdala 4 0.22 0.09 0.25
L. Post Cingulate
gyrus

2 0.06 NA 0.06

1 R Hippocampus 4 0.24 0.47 0.29
L Hippocampus 4 0.21 0.11 0.23
L Amygdala 4 0.28 0.30 0.29

2 L Hippocampus 5 0.19 0.07 0.22
R Hippocampus 5 0.19 0.28 0.38
L Amygdala 5 0.22 0.34 0.23

3 L Hippocampus 4 0.12 0.07 0.14
R Hippocampus 4 0.10 0.28 0.11
L Amygdala 4 0.14 0.10 0.14

4 L Hippocampus 5 0.20 0.13 0.26
L Amygdala 5 0.23 0.13 0.25

5 R Hippocampus 3 0.13 0.07 0.14
6 L. Ant Cingulate

gyrus 1
2 0.09 0.08 0.1

L. Ant Cingulate
gyrus 2

3 0.08 0.9

L. mid Cingulate
gyrus

2 0.06 0.06

R ant. Cingulate
gyrus 1

2 0.10 0.08 0.1

R ant. Cingulate
gyrus 2

2 0.09 0.09

R. mid Cingulate
gyrus

2 0.07 0.06

7 L ant. Cingulate
gyrus

3 0.06 0.18 0.07

L mid. Cingulate
gyrus 1

3 0.07 0.08

L mid. Cingulate
gyrus 2

2 0.06 0.07

R ant. Cingulate
gyrus

3 0.05 0.14 0.07

R mid. Cingulate
gyrus 1

3 0.07 0.07

R mid. Cingulate
gyrus 2

3 0.09 0.11

L Amygdala 3 0.13 0.20 0.13
R Amygdala 3 0.24 0.18 0.49
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In this population, 102 SEEG contacts sampled the deep brain
structures: 42 were in the hippocampi, 28 in the amygdalae and 32
in the cingulate gyri (Table 2).

The mean and standard deviation (SD) of the EF in these deep
brain structures were 0.14 ± 0.08 V$m�1.

The mean and SD of the EF in the hippocampi were
0.17 ± 0.06 V$m�1 with a maximum of 0.38 V$m�1 for a 1 mA
stimulation (Fig. 3).

The mean and SD of the EF in the amygdala were
0.21 ± 0.08 V$m�1 with a maximum of 0.49 V$m�1 for a 1 mA
stimulation.

The mean and SD of the EF in the cingulate gyri were
0.07 ± 0.02 V$m�1 with a maximum of 0.11 V$m�1 for a 1 mA
stimulation.

The mean and SD of the tensor-based EF magnitudes were
0.16 ± 0.14 V$m�1, 0.19 ± 0.09 V$m�1 and 0.10 ± 0.07 V$m�1 for the
hippocampi, amygdalae, and cingulate gyri, respectively (Fig. 4 for
the spatial distribution in the hippocampus. For the full tensor, see
supplementary data 2,3,4). There was no significant difference
between the empirical mean EF values and the tensor-based mean
EF values (paired student's t-test p ¼ 0.88).
F at 1 mA
�1)

EF Value 1
(V$.m�1)

EF Value 2
(V$.m�1)

EF Value 3
(V$.m�1)

EF Value 4
(V$.m�1)

EF Value 5
(V$.m�1)

0.26 0.10 0.09 0.19 NA
0.12 0.14 0.18 0.18 NA
0.25 0.24 0.21 0.20 NA
0.05 0.06 NA NA NA

0.21 0.23 0.24 0.29 NA
0.19 0.19 0.21 0.23 NA
0.28 0.29 0.27 0.27 NA
0.20 0.19 0.18 0.17 0.22
0.17 0.16 0.14 0.12 0.38
0.23 0.23 0.21 0.20 0.23
0.12 0.12 0.11 0.14 NA
0.10 0.10 0.10 0.11 NA
0.14 0.14 0.14 0.13 NA
0.19 0.17 0.17 0.20 0.26
0.25 0.24 0.22 0.22 0.23
0.13 0.13 0.14 NA NA
0.08 0.10 NA NA NA

0.09 0.08 0.08 NA NA

0.05 0.06 NA NA NA

0.09 0.10 NA NA NA

0.08 0.09 NA NA NA

0.06 0.07 NA NA NA

0.07 0.06 0.06 NA NA

0.07 0.07 0.08 NA NA

NA 0.05 0.07 NA NA

0.04 0.05 0.07 NA NA

0.07 0.06 0.07 NA NA

0.11 0.09 0.07 NA NA

0.13 0.13 0.12 NA NA
0.11 0.11 0.49 NA NA

https://data.mendeley.com/datasets/sk279ktjv3/3
https://data.mendeley.com/datasets/sk279ktjv3/3
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3.2. Influence of tACS parameters

3.2.1. Influence of tACS frequency
Fig. 2B and supplementary data 4 display global EF distributions

of patient #0 according to tACS frequencies. In the entire brain and
in the deep brain structures, compared to EF magnitudes at 300 Hz,
global EF magnitudes varied around of 9 ± 8% and 5 ± 7%. Overall,
the mean EF magnitudes at 1 Hz were 15% lower than at 300 Hz
(i.e., �0.02 V$m�1). In opposition, in the deep brain structures, the
mean EF magnitudes at 1Hz were 11% higher than at 300Hz
(i.e., þ0.03 V$m�1).

3.2.2. Influence of tACS intensity
6 patients were included for the EF magnitude comparison be-

tween a 0.5 mA and a 1 mA stimulation (2 datasets of 807 values;
Patients #1e6). The measured slope (p1) from the linear regression
varied from 2 (Patient #1e5) to 2.2 (Patient #6), and the determi-
nation coefficients ranged from R2 ¼ 0.98 (Patient #6) to R2 ¼ 1.00
(Patients #3e5) (see supplementary data 1 Fig. 6). Finally, the
comparison of the empirical values to the predicted ones (with a
slope exactly at 2.00) showed a MAE from 0.0003 (Patient #6) to
0.0174 (Patient #1). These values demonstrated EF is doubled when
stimulation intensity is doubled.

3.2.3. Influence of tACS montage
Fig. 2C displays global EF distributions of patient #7 according to

tACS montages. 166 SEEG contacts in patient #7 were used to
analyze the influence of the TES montages. Fourteen montages
were included in the analysis, and one was discarded (Fz-T7: noisy
data). Seventeen contacts were in the cingulate gyri and 6 contacts
in the amygdalae. There was no contact in the hippocampus.

In these deep brain structures, the TES montage which yielded
the highest mean EF in the amygdalae was T7-T8 (0.24 V$m�1) and
in the cingulate gyri was T7-C4 (0.09 V$m�1) (Table 3). The TES
montage, which yielded the lowest mean EF was Fz-Cz for the deep
brain structures investigated.

The highest tensor-basedmean EF estimations showed the same
effective montage (T7-T8) for the amygdalae (0.41 V$m�1) and Fz-
C4 for the cingulate gyri (0.42 V$m�1) (supplementary data 3).
Fz-Cz montage was also the montage which yielded the lowest
mean EF.

3.3. Influence of the depth

The maximum distance from the nearest TES electrode and a
SEEG contact was 14.6 cm. Ten segments of 1.5 cm were defined
from 0 cm to 15 cm and EF magnitudes were grouped according to
these segments. No EF magnitudes were found between 0 cm and
1.5 cm.

Themeasured coefficients from the non-linear regression on the
median (black dashed line in Fig. 2D) EF distribution across groups
were: a ¼ 1.28 (0.92, 1.63), b ¼ �1.76 (with �2.13 and �1.39 as the
Table 3
Title : Electric field magnitudes according to differents tACS montages in patient #7.

Mean EF magnitudes (V$m-1) Cz-FT10 Cz-T8 Cz-C4 C3-FT10 C3-T8 C3

L ant. cingulate gyrus 0.03 0.03 0.06 0.06 0.05 0.0
L mid. cingulate gyrus 1 0.04 0.04 0.07 0.07 0.07 0.0
L mid. cingulate gyrus 2 0.03 0.03 0.06 0.06 0.06 0.0
R ant. cingulate gyrus 0.01 0.02 0.04 0.03 0.04 0.0
R mid. cingulate gyrus 1 0.02 0.03 0.06 0.05 0.06 0.0
R mid. cingulate gyrus 2 0.00 0.02 0.05 0.04 0.08 0.0
L Amygdala 0.05 0.04 0.10 0.11 0.09 0.0
R Amygdala 0.11 0.09 0.18 0.12 0.17 0.0
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95% confidence bounds), c ¼ 0.03 (0.01, 0.05) and a determination
coefficient of R2 ¼ 0.99.

Themeasured coefficients from the non-linear regression on the
mean (red dashed line in Fig. 2D) EF distribution across groups
were: a ¼ 2.8 (2.1, 3.51); b ¼ �1.65 (�1.99, �1.31); c ¼ 0.03 (�0.02,
0.07) and a determination coefficient of R2 ¼ 0.99.

Fig. 2E displays global distribution of the EF magnitudes in the
entire brain and the deep brain structures in our cohort.
4. Discussion

The human in-vivo estimation of electric field during TES poses
great technical and methodological challenges. While the simul-
taneous combination of intracerebral human EEG recordings with
TES could greatly contribute to this endeavor, it is rare - only a few
clinical contexts require intracerebral recordings in humans such as
Parkinson's disease or drug-resistant epilepsies [41,46e48] - and
also highly challenging. To the best of our knowledge, compared to
previous in-vivo human studies, our study included a higher
number of patients and is the first to measure the intracerebral EF
with a high number of SEEG contacts generated by low intensity-
tACS using small HD electrodes.

SEEG is particularly relevant for the intracerebral EF investiga-
tion. First, it offers a high spatial resolution in depth, which makes
the EF investigation from superficial to deep brain structures
possible. Second, it relies on the implantation of depth electrodes
through very small guide screws inserted into the skull, which do
not require craniotomy where a bone flap is temporally removed
from the skull to access the brain. Computational studies have
shown that skull defects from craniotomies impact brain sources
stimulations [49] or localizations [65,66]. For instance, in the TES
context, Datta et al. demonstrated that a craniotomy (moderate/
large skull defect) leads to an increase of peak cortical EF, especially
when one stimulating electrode was placed over the skull defects
[49]. In our study, the size of the skull defect (2.45 mm-diameter) is
at least 30 times smaller than the size of a craniotomy (around 7-
10 cm-diameter) performed during epilepsy surgery. In addition,
craniotomy induces breach rhythms, which cause an increase in the
amplitude of alpha, beta, and mu rhythms, leading to the breach
effect [54]. In tACS studies at low frequencies in patients with
craniotomy (e.g., electrocorticography investigation), the high
voltage of breach rhythms can induce artifacts on the signal and so
mis-estimation of the EF. In contrast, in the present study, thanks to
simultaneous EEG-SEEG recording performed before the tACS
investigation, there was no breach rhythm detected. Further,
compared to Opitz et al. [46], who placed TES electrodes (25 cm2)
over both temples close to SEEG electrodes’ holes (right and left
temporal lobes), our study placed small TES electrodes far (at least
5 cm) from the first holes performed for the SEEG investigation.
Thus, the impact of the “craniotomy” performed during the SEEG
implantation in our study should be low, if not negligible, in the EF
measurement. It is also worth mentioning that, according to
eC4 T7-FT10 T7-T8 T7-C4 Fz-FT10 Fz-T8 Fz-C4 Fz-Cz Fz-C3

4 0.06 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.04 0.05 0.01 0.01
4 0.06 0.06 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.02 0.01
2 0.04 0.05 0.05 0.04 0.05 0.04 0.02 0.00
1 0.04 0.05 0.05 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.00 0.02
1 0.05 0.06 0.07 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.04
2 0.05 0.06 0.09 0.02 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.05
6 0.13 0.12 0.11 0.06 0.05 0.06 0.00 0.05
5 0.17 0.24 0.22 0.05 0.11 0.05 0.00 0.08
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simultaneous EEG-SEEG studies of brain source detections, the
volume conduction can be considered as being normal (i.e., without
currents leakage and breach rhythms) [67e69].

Two previous studies investigated the global intracerebral EF
using only SEEG recordings ([46], n ¼ 1 patient; [41], n ¼ 1 patient)
and two studies investigated the intracerebral EF in the sub-
thalamic nuclei and internal globus pallidus ([47], n ¼ 3 patients;
[48], n¼ 1). However, the methodology and objectives of these four
studies (regarding both recording and stimulating) differed sub-
stantially from ours. First, our study used SEEG recording coupled
with low intensity tACS, small electrodes, and no craniotomy.
Second, we showed the ability of TES to reach the deep limbic
structures (cingulate gyrus, hippocampus, and amygdala) with a
mean electric field of 0.14 V$m�1 at 1 mA intensity. Despite the
relatively low numbers of SEEG contacts, which were not homo-
geneously located (on a 3D grid) in the deep structures due to
clinical constraints, the tensors-based EF magnitude confirmed our
results. Thus, pending further validation of our results in a larger
cohort, our study suggests that low-intensity TES can be proposed
for neuromodulation of deep brain structures.

Interestingly, our findings showed values higher than those
required to induce neural entrainment and stochastic effects (at
lower frequency TES) [11,14,18,19,70]. Our results bring funda-
mental biophysical evidence supporting the promising results of
deep structure neuromodulation using TES [31,32,71,72]. In a pre-
vious paper, we demonstrated that the volume conduction laws
applied from deep electrical brain sources (epileptic focus) to scalp
electrodes [68]. Therefore, we expected that the volume conduc-
tion laws applied from a scalp electrical source (TES electrodes) to
the deep brain structures.

Our current study provides empirical evidence that the reci-
procity principle used in few TES studies [73,74] can also apply to
deep brain sources. From a biophysical point of view, we also
showed that the EF magnitudes in the entire brain, according to the
depth, followed the same distribution as Huang et al. [41]. As ex-
pected, because of the biophysical properties, EF magnitudes
decreased as a function of the depth following a power-curve with
coefficients close to the inverse-square law value (theoretically
b ¼ 2). The presence of low EF magnitudes in the most external
parts of the brain can be explained by the positions between the
current sources (i.e., the stimulating scalp electrodes) and the SEEG
contacts.

In the present study, we found a strong correlation between the
intracerebral electric field magnitude and the TES intensity at
300 Hz. As expected, when the stimulation intensity doubles, the
electric field strength doubles as well. Huang et al. qualitatively
reported this linearity on the intracerebral voltage measurements
[41]. Assuming the purely resistive nature of the head tissues
(quasi-static assumption), which was confirmed by our results on
the tACS frequency investigation, this linear relationship between
stimulation intensity and EF magnitudes can be extrapolated for
other TES frequency stimulations. In addition, we did not observe
body resistance reduction, contrary to Chhatbar et al. who used
tDCS and demonstrated this phenomenon when stimulation in-
tensity increased [47]. One plausible account of this discrepancy
could be that the alternative current of tACS does not polarize the
tissues as tDCS does. Therefore, the body resistance would be less
affected by tACS. Considering both the recent tDCS studies which
used 4 mA [47,75e77] and our own observations (i.e., a mean of
0.14 V$m�1 EF in the deep brain structures and the linear rela-
tionship between intensity and EF magnitudes), we would expect
higher electric fields.

Computational studies have demonstrated the importance of
the target's orientation regarding the current flow [78,79], the
stimulation electrodes' position [26,57,80,81], and a detailed head
10
tissues modeling [27,82e85]. The two studies which compared,
predicted and measured EF in humans reported good correlations
(0.70 � r � 0.75) but not perfect predictions (0.50 � r2 � 0.58)
[41,85]. The extrapolation of these studies needs further investi-
gation and validation using human in-vivo datasets. In our study,
we showed that the TES montages producing the strongest EF in
deep brain structures were those with the longest distance be-
tween the TES electrodes (i.e., minimal scalp shunt). The smaller EF
magnitudes in the cingulate gyri (by comparison to the complex
amygdala/hippocampus) can be explained by the orientation of the
SEEG electrodes. Also, the low empirical EF magnitudes found with
TES montages of the closest electrodes (such as Fz-Cz) seem to
reflect the scalp shunt phenomenon. These results are in linewith a
recent computational study [57].

Despite its original contribution and strengths, our study also
has limitations. First, due to the rare and challenging combination
of TES and SEEG recordings, the study still includes a relatively low
number of patients (especially for the influence of TES montages).
Our findings should therefore encourage additional research in the
field of intracerebral EF estimation in human in-vivo for both
methodological and fundamental (neuromodulation) purposes.
The second limitation is that the influence of TES frequency was
evaluated in one subject only, while the tACS parameters were
limited to 300 Hz and 1 min stimulation in all other individual
brains tested. However, the choice of 300 Hz was particularly
adapted to this methodological study of intracerebral EF investi-
gation because it falls in a frequency band where electrophysio-
logical activity of the human brain is low. In the entire brain, we
observed an increase (15%) of the mean EF magnitudes in function
of the frequency. This finding is in opposition to the one from Opitz
et al. This difference could be explained by some discrepancies.
First, the anatomical and biophysical properties between species
(humans versus monkeys) differ. Second, the number and the po-
sitions of the intracerebral contacts in the brain volume differ: 172
contacts with a perpendicular implantation (left to right) in our
study versus 64 contacts with a tangential implantation (posterior
to anterior) in Opitz et al. Third, we calculated the raw electric fields
at the difference to Opitz et al., who calculated the mean normal-
ized voltages. Contrary to our finding in the entire brain, our
experiment (Patient #0) exhibited mean EF magnitudes in deep
brain structures at 1 Hz 11% higher than at 300 Hz. So, our EF
magnitudes in the deep brain structures at 300 Hz are represen-
tative of the fields generated by low frequency tACS [86,87] or tDCS
studies [7].

Finally, the influence of TES montage was also evaluated in one
patient only. Thus, our data showing different EF magnitudes ac-
cording to TES montages need to be confirmed and extended with
additional individual brain tested. In doing so, this investigation
would help validate computational studies and establish guidelines
for bipolar TES electrodes placement.
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